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Introduction: After the initial proposal that crater
statistics based mathematical analysis can give us some
new information about the history of Mars [1], Topog-
raphy Profile Diagrams (TPDs) [2, 3, 4] were proposed
showing high correlation between density of craters and
topographic altitude. It was also shown that this corre-
lation is not consequence of processes local to only
some parts of the planet surface [5]. One possible ex-
planation is that large ocean caused this correlation,
which is consistent with the recent proposal that at the
early history of Mars even larger ocean existed than
previously believed named Contact 0 [6]. All this indi-
cates that large climate change happened at least once
during the Martian history. However, the theory that
Mars did not change a lot during the most of its History
is still the possibility many still investigate. However, if
it can be proved that we still have climate changes on
Mars, then it will also be most likely that we had cli-
mate changes in the past too. In this paper, some inter-
esting aspects of the dark streaks on Mars will be pre-
sented, that may be the key for the above question.

Figure 1: Viking orbiter image 748A12 taken in May
1978, while white outlines are location of two MOC
images obtained in 1999, as published in [8].

Newly formed dark streaks: On MOC image [7]
from Fig. 2, we have newly formed dark streaks ac-
cording to the image from Fig. 1 [8]. On Fig. 4, we also
have new dark streaks, according to the image from
Fig. 3, but formed in much smaller interval of time,
during the 0.92 Mars year interval [8]. Formation of
newly formed dark streaks was also recently presented
in [9], as shown on Fig. 5. The importance of this dis-
covery that formation of dark streaks is still active pro-
cess, is that now we have a hard proofs that there is
some process that is still active on the Martian surface.
If we can prove that this process can only be the conse-
quence of some other process, than we also proved that
this other process is still active. This can be particularly
important if this other process is something that could
play some major role during the Martian history, but is
still not proved by some other hard evidence. If it can
be proved that this other process still exists on Mars, it
will be much easier to accept the probability, or possi-
bly even to prove, that the same process could have
also existed earlier in the Martian history.

Figure 2: MOC images M09-04689 and M04-01105
from November and August 1999 as published in [8],
showing new dark slope streaks as indicated by arrows.
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Figure 3: MOC image AB1-11304 from February
1998, as published in [8].

Figure 5: MOC image SP2-37303 from June 1998 and
E02-02379 from March 2001 with two newly formed
streaks, as published in [9].

Global distribution of dark streaks:  As shown in
Fig. 6, the dark slope streaks are concentrated in the
high albedo regions of Tharsis and Arabia [10]. Ac-
cording to the [9], the dark streaks are also especially
common around Olympus Mons. Common to the both
cases is warmer temperature than average for the
planet. In the first case, we can see that marked regions
are close to the equator, while in the second case, we
may also have some geothermal activity [9]. On the
other side while there are many theories trying to ex-
plain Martian dark streaks [11, 9], it seams that most
sense have those based on the assumption that dark
streaks are somehow connected with the water sources.
Interesting is that warmer temperature and water
sources are related, indicating that this may be the case.

Figure 4: MOC image M09-04872 from November
1999, as published in [8], also showing newly formed
dark slope streaks as indicated by arrows.

Local distribution of dark streaks:  While it really
seams that dark streaks are connected with water
sources, there is one very important question regarding
this theory. It is related to the local distribution of dark
streaks, as shown in Fig. 7-10, and as it can be seen on
almost all images that contain dark streaks. Not only
that dark streaks are locally uniformly distributed, but is
almost a rule that they avoid part of the ground where
some previous dark streak was. On the other side on
Earth is almost a rule, that even the very small sources
of water are always at the same place, even those that
are active only in some particular parts of the year. The
question is then, if it is so on Earth, why on Mars we
do not have those newly formed streaks on places
where some older already was, and why this was also
not the case before, because otherwise we would not
have almost uniform distribution. Each flow of water,
even a very small one, makes with erosion this particu-
lar place more suitable for future flows. This is a reason
why on Earth, water-flows most usually do not signifi-
cantly change their location over time, which is conse-
quence of a process that is here on Earth cyclic. Water
can flow from some source, but the new water will
come from some other way, e.g. rain. According to
this, if streaks are water related, we would not have
uniform distribution of them, if water sources on Mars
are also cyclic. And that they are not can only be ex-
plained with climate changes. Before those changes,
water somehow came to the places where it is captured
now. In appropriate climate conditions, it can only just
flow away, to form some new dark streak, and leaves
the place without water, meaning without a possibility
for some new streak to be created leather.
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Conclusion: If Martian dark streaks are result of
water flaws, then, according to their uniform local dis-
tribution, they are also a proof that large climate change
did happened on Mars and that this process still has not
finished. This is the only possible explanation, which
includes flows of water that can be even very small,
with sources with limited amount of water that can not
be refilled from some cyclic process. However, we can
not exclude in advance, without hard evidence, that
something else than water flaw can be the origin of
dark streaks, no matter how unbelievable such an alter-
native can be. As an example we can take even some
life form. On Earth, insects can survive on driest places,
where rain is something that happens only once in sev-
eral decades, and there is no some alternative source of
water from the ground. However, on top of the dunes,
early in the morning small fluctuations of air cause con-
densation even where percentage of water in the at-
mosphere is minimal, providing to those insects just as
much as they need. Perhaps even smaller amounts of
water is sufficient for some simple life form, together
with sun-light and minerals in the ground, to have all
that it needs to survive. In such a case, streaks would
be globally distributed in regions that are warm, locally
distributed uniformly, and would be on positions just
dark streaks are at, like e.g. shown in Fig. 11. How-
ever, much more likely is that we have some small wa-
ter flows, which in such a case would also be a remark-
able achievement, proving also that recent climate
changes on Mars are still active. Those changes imply
that Mars could also have irreversibly lost large
amounts of water during its history, as shown in
Fig. 12. Magnetosphere of Earth protects our planet

from solar wind, while Mars does not have any more
sufficient magnetic field. Fast particles from solar wind
can blow away some particles of atmosphere into
space, which is irreversible process. Of importance will
also be if it is possible to prove that this process is still
active. Regarding the strategy for future Mars explora-
tion, all this suggests that rover should be sent on some
place where we have some newly formed dark streaks.

Figure 12: Interaction between solar wind and mag-
netosphere of Earth.
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Figure 6: Global distribution of dark streaks shown as red regions, according to the results published in [10].
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Figure 7: MOC image E0402109.

Figure 8: MOC image E0402259.

Figure 9: MOC image E0200308.

Figure 10: MOC image E0200308. Figure 11: MOC image E0400556.
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